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Expert inspiration for a Better Business

Better Business Focus is the essential key for business owners and managers. It achieves that by focusing on the way in which successful businesses
compete and manage their organisations. It focuses on how people are recruited, coached and developed; on how marketing and selling is undertaken
0
in professional markets as well as in markets with intense competition; on how technology and the Internet is reshaping the face of domestic and home
business; and on how people are being equipped with new skills and techniques. In short, it offers expert inspiration for a better business.
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Gavin Ingham

The Magic Pixie Dust

It was August 2016. I was walking down
the Champs-Elysées in Paris. The sun
was shining. I had just given a successful
talk to one of my favourite clients and
the world was good.
I had an afternoon and an evening
to revisit one of my favourite
cities. I am going to walk through
the Tuileries, visit the Eiffel
Tower, and wend my way back
along the river towards NotreDame. And then I will find some
lovely French restaurant for a
simple dinner of steak frites (why
does something so simple never
taste the same outside Paris?).
Suddenly, I hear it, "Gavin. Gavin.
Gavin."
I look up and running towards me
is a long, lost friend. We smile, we
hug, we exchange pleasantries,
"How are you?"
And then she frowns, looks at my
chin and says, "Wow! You're fat!"
Now, I could make excuses. I
could explain why. After all, I
travel the world on the corporate
buck, travelling first class and
eating out with clients. I have far
too many nights in hotel rooms
and meals with clients and far too
many days travelling - relying on
whatever food I can grab in
transit. I am 50 and have three
children under 7, giving us little
time to prepare healthy food. I
have an atrial fibrillation, making

exercise harder work than it used
to be. Sure, I can make excuses
with the best of them!!
But that is all they are.
Excuses. The truth is, I was
overweight. I ate the pies. I
did not do the exercise. And I
am responsible.
And it was not through lack of
motivation, nor lack of knowledge,
nor lack of support. It was
through not applying what I know.
And what I know is that the key
to success, uncommon
success, in any area of life is
mental toughness.

Motivation alone is not enough.
Knowledge by itself is not enough.
Pure skills are not enough. What
is needed to succeed, in any area
of life, is mental toughness - the
mental toughness to choose a
path, take action, and stick to that
path; come what may.
I had not been applying what I
knew to my health and fitness and
I had lost my way. It's not like I did
not know what to do (eat less,
move more, eat healthier). Six
months later, I was back to fighting
weight and fighting fitness, and I
will not be straying off course
again.
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The magic pixie dust? Mental
toughness.
Mental toughness is the ability to
deliver no matter what else is
going on. It is what top
performers use as their secret
weapon to achieve more in
business and life than other people
think possible. Anyone can
perform when things are going
well, but it is top performers who
stand out when things are not
going so well. It might sound like
magic, some kind of Jedi trick...
but it can be taught, it can be
coached, it can be developed. And
you can learn it. And if you want
to be truly successful, as a leader,
as a business person, as a
salesperson, then mental
toughness is the difference
between being ordinary and being
extraordinary.
You will not find a world class
performer who does not
exhibit mental toughness. If
you want to be one, you need
to build yours.
When I ask people what makes a
world-class leader they say things
like… "motivation, persistence,
tenacity, focused, driven, friendly,
goal seeking"… I then ask them
whether these words are more
about attitudes or skills. I have
probably asked approaching
250,000 business professionals of
all flavours and in all industries and
they all agree that the greater
percentage is about attitude. I do
not know the exact percentage
and neither do they but the
average answer that they give me
is about 80% attitude and 20%
skills.
When it comes down to it,
however, the percentage doesn’t
really matter but what does
matter is that... Your attitude is
your ability to access your
skills.
When you’re in the right state of
mind you do a better job then
when you’re not. If you need to
make a sales presentation and
you’re nervous and scared, then
it’s not likely to be a very good
one.
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Likewise, if you are negotiating
and you feel inferior and like you
do not have the necessary
information, then you are unlikely
to negotiate effectively.
In both of these situations your
performance is not impacted by
your skills or your experience so
much but by your mindset and
motivation. The same is true at
home, in your relationships, in
sports.
Success is all about having the
right mindset at the right
time.
As a keynote speaker, I speak all
around the world at conferences
talking about how to achieve more
using my #IAM10 strategies. One
of the questions that people ask
me almost daily is, “What has
changed in business over the last
few years?”
There are many things that I could
talk about but one that stands out,
perhaps above the rest, is that 10
years ago you could get away with
operating from a 7 or an 8 out of
10. You could get away with just
doing a goodish job. You might
not set the world on fire but being
good enough was, well, good
enough.
No more! If you want to succeed
in today’s competitive markets, if
you want to lead with conviction,
if you want to build a world-class
business, then good enough is not
good enough anymore… you have
to be the best that you can be.
You have to ensure that you
are a '10' (#IAM10).
Would you like to learn more
about the power of mental
toughness?

PS. If you have a conference or
away day coming up and you want
to motivate and inspire your
teams to be more, do more and
achieve more, then give me a call
on +44 (0)845 838 5958 to find
out about bringing the #IAM10
message to your people.
© Copyright, Gavin Ingham

About the Author
Gavin Ingham is a speaker and
author on mental toughness and
will help you to Be More, Do
More & Have More in your
business and in your life. He is the
author of three books and
numerous multi-media
programmes including the groundbreaking “Sales Juice”.
Gavin is the founder of the “I am
10” success philosophy and his
insights, tips and advice are shared
by high-performing professionals,
business leaders and organisations
around the world to achieve
commercial success. His blog is
one of the top 25 sales blogs in
the world and he has contributed
to leading industry magazines such
as the ISMM’s Winning Edge
magazine, the national press
(including the Guardian and the
Financial Times) and TV.

Co-ordinates
Gavin Ingham
Head of Sales, Training &
Coaching
Performance Coaching
International
Tel: + 44 (0) 1708 510345
Email:
info@performancecoachinginterna
tional.com
Web: www.gaviningham.com

Great. I recently did a TEDx talk,
'Good Enough Is Not Good Enough
Any More. Sorry.' You can watch it
here.
Go check it out and let me know
what you think.
Have a great day and be a '10'.
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Paul Matthews

Pseudo-profound bullshxt
exists

Jon Morrow

6 must-read posts
about growing a
business with
great content
You've probably read a lot about
the power of content marketing
to get attention – and new
customers – for any business.

This research amused me and my
apologies to those who may not like the
term used by the researchers.
According to Artur Nilsson and his
colleagues at Lund University in
Sweden, pseudo-profound bullshit
refers to the amazing ability some
people have to expel obscure
sentences constructed to impress
others rather than convey any
particular truth.
And just in case you think that what I
just said is an example of it, the paper
is here.
Their research focused on the
differing susceptibility of people on
different parts of the political
spectrum, and indeed, politicians are
great purveyors of pseudo-profound
bullshit.
It also happens in a work context, in
reports, in presentations, in sales.
Notice when you see or hear it this
week, and chuckle now that you have
a name for it :-)
© Copyright, Paul Matthews

About the Author
Paul Matthews is People
Alchemy’s founder and managing
director. Paul’s key skill is in
making the ideas come alive with
stories and making sure his
listeners receive practical tools
and tips to take away and
implement.

Paul is a regular speaker at HR and
L&D events and exhibitions
covering topics such as harnessing
the power of informal learning,
capability at work, workplace
performance, and how L&D can
be effective in these tough times.
Paul is the author of Informal
Learning at Work: How to Boost
Performance in Tough Times,
praised as ‘a thought provoking
practical book with ideas and
insightful examples which
challenges us all to embrace
informal learning’. The book
explains how companies can
harness the power of informal
learning using practical advice
from workplace learning experts
and practical examples and case
studies from around the world.
His 2014 book Capability at Work: How
to Solve the Performance Puzzle has also
been widely acclaimed as a ‘must’ for
anyone in HR or learning and
development.

Co-ordinates
Address: People Alchemy, Alchemy
House, 17 Faraday Drive, Milton
Keynes, MK5 7DD
Tel: +44 (0)1908 325 167
Email:
info@peoplealchemy.co.uk
Linkedin: linkedin.com
Twitter:
twitter.com/peoplealchemy

And it's true. A well-executed content
strategy can bring a ton of targeted
traffic to your company website.
But the flip side is that competition is
fierce and unless you create the right
content on the right topics and promote
it in the right way, you'll remain stuck in
obscurity.
If your business needs more customers
(and whose doesn't?) check out these
posts to discover how great content
could be the answer:
•
For All the Entrepreneurs
Confused about How Content
Marketing Actually Works
•
The Epic Content Cycle: 10
Steps to 10X Content
[Infographic]
•
How to Get More Traffic and
Traction by Promoting Your
Content Like a Boss
•
6 Stunning Visuals That Will
Make Your Content Memorable,
Sharable, and Beautiful
•
49 Creative Geniuses Who Use
Blogging to Promote Their Art
•
Blogger Outreach: How to Get
Influencers to Promote Your
Content for Free
These posts will show you how to
cut through all the noise and get the
attention your business deserves.

Co-ordinates
Smart Blogger 2028 E. Ben White
Blvd. #240-4650 Austin, Texas
78741 United States
Tel: 001 (877) 870-6957
Jon Morrow:
support@smartblogger.com
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Joanna Malaczynski

What I learned about
Innovation from practicing law
For some years I was a litigation
attorney, and much of my work
revolved around courtroom rules of
evidence. I appreciated those rules;
they made rational sense to me. These
days I help companies innovate
successfully and gain market traction.
When interacting with non-attorneys,
however, I see these rules of evidence
being violated at the expense of the
innovative process.
It has occurred to me that
bringing the rules of evidence to
innovators, entrepreneurs, and
product developers will
substantially improve the
innovation process. So here they
are—the evidentiary rules of
successful innovation:
Rule #1: Hearsay is Generally
Inadmissible.
Practical Application: You do
not have the authority to
issue other people’s opinions
I have sat in on countless
meetings where a participant
comes up with an idea, and
another participant immediately
responds with a statement to the
effect that a third party, who is
not present in the room, will not
agree to it. The idea is
immediately thrown into the trash
bin and never spoken of again.
The absent party leveraged to
crush the idea can be an individual
decision-maker, an entire
department, the C-suite, millions
of customers, or any other
stakeholders for that matter.
Here is how this plays out:
Innovative Irene suggests an
innovative idea. Norm the Naysayer

immediately responds that Absent
Abby, who will need to agree, will
object. Innovative Irene falls silent
and looks down at her navel in
shame, feeling despondent.
My favourite case study of this is
when the absent party is the legal
department: “No, we cannot do
that because it will not pass legal.”
The tragic part is that usually the
naysayer has no idea what he is
talking about.
And as a former attorney, I am
always flabbergasted by the whole
dynamic: Who gave the authority
to Norm the naysayer to speak
on someone else’s behalf? Who
gave him the authority to
interpret other people’s thoughts?
And in the example above, why
are we allowing Norm the
naysayer to issue an expert legal
opinion about Irene’s idea?
You have to wonder why you
have a legal department at all if
you can just ask Norman the
naysayer instead. Or a marketing
department, manufacturing
department, suppliers, customers,
and investors. Or a CEO for that
matter. Norm the naysayer can
speak for them all.
In order to avoid this dynamic,
the rules of evidence speak to
“hearsay,” or testimony about the
thoughts or words of someone
who is not present in the
courtroom. This type of evidence
is generally inadmissible. You have
to bring the absent party in on the
conversation and hear what they
have to say.
Similarly, Norman the naysayer
may earnestly believe that
someone will not agree to your
idea, but this does not make it
true. The only way to verify the
truth of someone’s opinion is to
hear it from the horse’s mouth.

Even more importantly, if you go
out and interview the horse—er,
person or persons, find out WHY
they think or feel the way they do.
You are likely to get invaluable
information in the process.
So here is what you can do the
next time you hear a naysayer
shoot down an idea while
purporting to speak on someone
else’s behalf: 1) thank them for
what they have to say, 2) write
down your idea next to all of the
other ideas under consideration,
and 3) make a note next to it to
ask the absent party for their
opinion. There; it is as simple as
that.
Rule #2: Non-Expert
Opinion Evidence is Generally
Inadmissible
Practical Application: If you
plan to get someone’s
opinion, figure out whether
they know what they are
talking about
The rules of evidence generally
exclude opinion testimony from
non-experts. This is because nonexpert opinions tend to be
unhelpful and can even throw you
off completely. So, you have to
establish who is an expert on
what subject before you can listen
to their opinion. How does this
apply to the innovation process?
In many sneaky ways.
First off, we frequently hire
experts because of their past
success even if their experience is
ill-suited to help us with our own
situation. We assume that their
success is a sign that they must
know something about being
successful that we do not. And we
fail to scrutinise properly whether
their experience is sufficiently
relevant and transferable to our
own situation.
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We also sometimes confuse exclusive
degrees, positions of power, wealth,
and seniority with expertise and are
unduly swayed by the opinions of
those who fit in those shoes. We get
strong-armed by these individuals
based on our subconscious beliefs that
they must be superior to us and
therefore must know better than we
do.
Further, we fail to recognize that our
customers and stakeholders are
experts on their own needs,
motivations, habits, and willingness to
engage. And we fight tooth and nail to
avoid asking them about their needs
and opinions, possibly because
underneath it all we are afraid of our
customers (just speculating on that
one).
And sometimes, when we get too
attached, we forget that our
customers are not experts on what
we should do. In fact, we are the only
experts on what we should do.
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Here are some reasons
why your people don't
perform as you expect:
Clarity
Perhaps the performer is not clear on what is required from
them. What would you be willing to bet that your view of your
employee's accountabilities and expectations matches their
view?

Task priority
Sometimes failure is due to the performer's perception that
what you expect is not really all that important.

Competence
Sometimes failure can be due to a simple lack of skill. People
can't do well if they don't have the know-how.

Obstacles

Our decisions can and should be
informed by the testimony of others.
But only if we have first established
that those others are actual experts
on what they have to tell us.

Real or perceived: A computer system that doesn't allow
employees to easily step between different customer accounts
is a real problem. Being told by a fellow employee: 'Don't spend
more than 70 seconds on a call. Long phone calls are the
easiest way to get fired around here,' whether that rule is real
or hearsay, makes it real to the employee.

© Copyright, Joanna Malaczynski

Reward for failure

About the Author
Joanna is a design thinker on a mission
to make emerging and innovative
companies more successful. Her
focus is on consulting and advising
around market traction, successful
innovation, customer discovery, and
the entrepreneurial mindset. Joanna is
especially passionate about helping
companies that are motivated to make
the world a more sustainable place.
She brings her clients fifteen years of
professional experience in
understanding our world from a
critical and creative perspective.
She is a former sustainability software
entrepreneur, urban planner
/environmental designer, and antitrust
litigation attorney.
Joanna founded DESi Potential based
on her passion for seeing true
innovation implemented in the
marketplace.

Sometimes there's more reward for poor performance than for
good performance if your reward system is skewed. Also,
bizarrely, people who get attention (however negative) when
they do poorly and are ignored when they do well may stop
doing well just to get a reaction.

Performance feedback
Do you provide clear, timely information that helps your people
evaluate and refine their performance? Or is it meaninglessly
general, only oral and subject to swings in emphasis that can
confuse and disorient?

Role/person mismatch
When all else fails, you may need to re-examine whether the
performer would be more successful in a different role or a
different team. But take care in jumping directly to the 'he/she
can't hack it' assessment. If the employee has been away from
the front line for a while or is new to the pace of a live
workload, his or her performance can improve quickly, with a
little encouragement and help from you. Waiting and watching
is critical to making the right decision.

Co-ordinates
Web: desipotential.com
Email: joanna@desipotential.com
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Tamara Ghandour

Untold stories of everyday Innovators inside
organisations

Lisa was the administrative assistant to
the CEO of a global consulting firm.
Her innovative approach to her work
became the best practices that gave the
company a competitive advantage.
Kelly is an operations manager for
the government. Her forwardthinking ideas have helped her
department have a stronger, more
valued voice to the internal teams
they serve.
Mike runs an internal auditing team
and his innovative leadership has
transformed the team into one of
the highest-performing in the
company.
Lowell works at a retail kiosk of a
major national chain. He took all his
conversations with customers and
turned them into innovative new
product ideas that have drastically
impacted the bottom line.
These are the stories I continually
uncover in my work. The untold
stories of innovation that come
from the most unexpected people –
the ones not technically responsible
for innovation. They are not Steve
Jobs, Elon Musk, or Jeff Bezos. They
don’t have sexy titles like VP of
Innovation or Chief Experience
Officer. But they do recognize that
everyone has the power to
innovate, especially themselves.

They are everyday people like
you and me.
You may not be deemed the one
accountable for innovation, but you
have ideas. You’ve gotten frustrated
and thought, “there has got to be a
better way.” Or maybe you’ve been
told to just stay the course while
others innovate so you shoved your
innovative side in the drawer and let
it collect dust. Yet ideas keep
bubbling up inside you anyway.
I’ll never forget the moment my
boss, a petite woman with a love of
hierarchy, told me it was not my
concern and dismissed the sales
opportunity I had discovered for
another team. My idea may not have
been flushed out but I knew there
was something there. I left that
meeting demoralized and detached
when I should have left feeling like I
had contributed to the greater good
of the company.
When you unlock the innovator
inside of you and have a platform for
your voice, you feel empowered
and, most importantly, valued for
your contributions.
These untold stories, while they
aren’t the ones that make the news
or prompt a company-wide
announcement, are the ones that
have the biggest impact on an
organization’s ability to gain the
competitive advantage and outdo
the competition. You, no matter
your level on the organizational

ladder, have the ability to make a big
impact.
In truth, most organizations get it
wrong. They assign innovation to a
select few and ignore the rest of us,
leaving a massive untapped arsenal
of innovation.
Lisa, Kelly, Mike, and Lowell have
something very important in
common. It’s not a special skill or
the ability to innovate, we all have
that. It’s that they are empowered
to innovate, have the tools to put
innovation into action and work for
organizations that recognize that
innovation is everybody’s business.
If you are a leader, I challenge
you to democratize innovation
and give everyone a platform
for innovation.
Make your team or organization’s
challenges, everyone’s challenges. A
factory with a manufacturing
malfunction was solved by the
janitor, not the engineers. A retail
chain found its next big product idea
from a part-time cashier in a mall in
middle America. I know
transparency is hard and vulnerable.
And the excuse for keeping
challenges siloed usually comes as
“but they don’t have all the info.”
But I’d ask you back, what’s better,
having a small, select few working
towards your challenges or goals, or
harnessing the incredible power of
all the minds on your team or
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organization? I think we both know
the answer to that.
If you are a contributor, I
challenge you to discover
your innovation powers and
have a stronger, more valued
voice.
Recognise that you are innovative, in
your own way. And your way is
what’s going to allow you to be an
indispensable member of your team.
View every meeting, task, or
interaction as an opportunity to flex
your innovation muscles. What
we’ve discovered through our
research around the tens of
thousands of people across the
globe that have taken the Innovation
Quotient Edge assessment is that
those that own and use their ability
to innovate are seen as high-value
contributors. That’s your personal
competitive advantage and you can
put it to work for yourself every
day. We are all everyday innovators
if we choose to be.
What’s your untold story?
© Copyright, Tamara Ghandour

About the Author
Tamara Ghandour is the President
of LaunchStreet and the creator of
the Innovation Quotient Edge
assessment, the only tool that helps
people discover how they innovate
best and add value. When leaders
and teams dealing with massively
changing marketplaces like
healthcare, manufacturing,
hospitality and education need to up
their ability to innovate, they call
LaunchStreet. Organizations like
Disney, Red Robin,
Hilton and Arrow Electronics look
to LaunchStreet to help them make
innovation everybody's business.
Tamara's business innovation
podcast, Inside LaunchStreet is
continually rated as a top business
podcast across the globe.

Co-ordinates
Web: gotolaunchstreet.com
Email:
tamara@gotolaunchstreet.com
Listen to Tamara's interviews with
top innovators on: Inside
LaunchStreet

Sunil Bali

To avoid criticism,
do nothing, say
nothing and be
nothing …..
When he was growing up,
Ted suffered from severe
asthma. Too scared to play
outside, he increasingly
spent his time reading.
At school his grades were
excellent, but his father noticed
that his son was becoming ever
more shy, introverted and the
spark had left his beautiful blue
eyes.
Finally, his father sat Ted down
for a heart to heart and told him
that if he did what he feared, then
not only would the fear go away,
but he would be much happier
and stronger.

About the Author
Sunil is a Performance Coach,
Speaker and Author.
Ex Head of Talent for Vodafone
Group and Santander, and having
run a £50m business, Sunil has been
responsible for hiring over 50000
people and has had the pleasure of
working with some great
entrepreneurs, professionals and
leaders.
Moving minds - Transforming
performance

Co-ordinates
E-mail: sunil@sunilbali.com
Web: www.sunilbali.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/sunilbali1

Ted took on board his father’s
words and not only overcame his
asthma but went on to embrace
what he called "the strenuous life"
– a life filled with physical activity,
adventure and action.
Teddy as he was better known,
grew up to be a cowboy,
conservationist, war hero,
author….. oh and also President
of the U.S.A. for 8 years.
My favourite saying of Theodore
"Teddy" Roosevelt is stuck on the
wall of my study and reads:
"never be with those cold and timid
souls who know neither victory or
defeat."
© Copyright, Sunil Bali
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Tom Koulopoulos

Why iPhone X’s face recognition
failed Hint: it was supposed to!

The unveiling of iPhone X hit one
major glitch. How Apple recovered
and handled it is a master class for all
presenters.
The iPhone unveiling in late
2017 was nothing short of
epic.
Perhaps the most impressive
part of every Apple
announcement of this sort is
the degree which Apple uses
live technology on stage in
front of millions of people.
Steve Jobs loved this, and it
drove his people crazy. The
anxiety of introducing product
which has not yet been
released is nothing short of
palpitating.
Jobs did this flawlessly at the
2007 intro of the iPhone and
it’s reported that every time a
part of the demo went well
the Apple techies and
engineers backstage would
take a swig of whiskey to
celebrate. By the time the
entire demo was done they
were ready for detox.
Yet, Jobs was a master at
puling this off flawlessly. It
inspired people to believe in a
company that so believed in
itself. Nothing inspires like
confidence!
So, it’s little surprise that
Apple once again took on that
risk with the show at the Steve
Jobs Theater this week.

And it was going flawlessly
until it came to show the
single most powerful new
feature of the iPhone X was
introduced, Face Recognition
to unlock the iPhone. It was
the worst possible moment
for things to go wrong.
Craig Federighi, Apple’s senior
vice president of software
engineering, was preparing to
show how fast and smooth
face recognition was by using
the primary demo phone. As
he held the phone up it
immediately brought up the
familiar manual code entry
screen. That’s when things
could have gone very, very
wrong.

Without missing a beat
Federighi picked up the backup
phone and used the face
recognition without a hitch.
That could have been the end
of it but it wasn’t. The biggest
problem most presenters have
when something goes wrong is
to keep acknowledging it,
make apologies, get flustered,
and lose momentum and

But Federighi and Apple were
prepared, and what followed
was classic Apple–and a lesson
for anyone doing a demo gone
bad. (See the video above to
view the incident exactly as it
happened.)
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enthusiasm. But Federighi did
none of that, he just kept on
going. Kudos to him because,
having been there many times
and having seen many people
in the same position, this is
not an easy thing to do.
After the announcement,
social media went wild with
talk about the flaw. And Apple
came right back to explain
exactly why the primary phone
did what it did. Turns out that
during set up the demo iPhone
was being used by handlers
who were using their face to
unlock the phone. Well, guess
what? It was set up for
Federighi’s face! So, the phone
did exactly what it’s supposed
to do after too many attempts
to unlock it using face
recognition: it required a
passcode.
All of this is a master class in
what to do when things go
wrong:
1) If it’s not bothering me
then it shouldn’t be bothering
you

Keep going. No matter what,
the audience will react as they
feel you are reacting. You will
project your anxiety, humor,
befuddlement on them.
Federighi was honest “let’s go
to the backup,” hebhad said.
He wasn’t flustered, and he
didn’t look back. The message
was, if it’s not bothering me
then it shouldn’t be bothering
you (as opposed to, if I’m
sweating bullets then you’d
better be worried).
2) If you want to plan for
success make sure you also
plan for failure

There was a backup! You can
never have enough
redundancy. And, while I do
not know for sure, I will bet
there was yet another backup
on or near the podium, and
yet another autoplay demo if
none of those worked. If you
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want to plan for success make
sure you also plan for failure!
3) Confidence inspires
confidence

Apple was transparent and
joined the conversation as
soon as possible. They
scoured the phone’s logs and
found out exactly what had
gone wrong and told us about
it. Confidence inspires
confidence.
The lesson learned from all of
this? Epic doesn’t just happen.
You have to be prepared,
committed, and ready to deal
with failure. In short, if you
want epic then you had better
be epic. And this definitely
was!
This article originally appeared
on Innovation Excellence:
https://www.innovationexcelle
nce.com/blog/2019/01/23/whyiphone-xs-face-recognitionfailed/

Jargon Busters
Grammatical Words and Terms
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Antonym - a word that means the opposite
of another. For example, 'fat' is an antonym
of 'thin', likely / unlikely, entity / nonentity or
decent / indecent.
Apodosis - a term for the main clause in a
conditional sentence. For example, “If you
tried it, you'd probably love it.” The
apodosis is “you'd probably love it” and “if
you tried it is the protasis” (if clause).
Aphorism - a remark or sentence, often a
definition that conveys the truth about
something in a concise and witty way.
Apposition - a grammatical construction in
which two typically adjacent nouns referring
to the same person or thing stand in the
same syntactical relation to the rest of a
sentence. For example, in "the rally of the
opposition Labour Party", "Labour Party" is
in apposition with "opposition".
Aspect - shows whether the action or state
in a verb is complete or not: “She's doing a
crossword puzzle.” (Incomplete- progressive
aspect) “They've washed up.” (Completeperfect aspect). The progressive aspect is
often called 'continuous'.
Articulation - refers to the production of
the different sounds of speech through the
use of the speech organs: the larynx, lungs,
tongue, lips, jaw, soft and hard palate.
Article - one of a small set of words or
affixes (as a, an, and the) used with nouns to
limit or give definiteness to the application.
English has an indefinite article (a, an) and a
definite article (the).
Assimilation - the process of conforming
one sound to another to aid in
pronunciation. For example, the prefix inbecomes im- in impossible by assimilation to
the labial p of possible.
Auxiliary verbs - 'Do', 'Be' and 'Have' are
the English auxiliary verbs used in a negative
structure, a question or to show tense.
Descriptions of English auxiliary verbs.
- 'Do', 'Don’t', 'Does' and 'Doesn’t' are used
for questions and negatives in the Present
Simple Tense, and 'Did' and 'Didn’t' are
used in the Past Simple Tense.
- 'Be' is used with the Present Participle in
Continuous (Progressive) Verbs. It is also
used with the Past Participle in the Passive.
- 'Have' is used with the Past Participle to
form the Perfect Aspect.

Source: Bizezia’s Glossary of Grammatical
Words and Terms. For more information, visit:
www.onesmartplace.com
© Copyright 2019, Bizezia Ltd
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Barry Urquhart

2019 prospects – determined by confidence
and anxiety

“The fundamentals are sound”.
That assertion and the underlying
sentiments will be largely
meaningless, and of little value; during
the calendar year, 2019.
Key to consumer demand and
economic buoyancy will be the
respective states of anxiety and
confidence. There are
consequences inherent in both
states of mind.
With some considerable
justification, customers and
consumers feel that they are not
understood, respected or valued.
The consequences of variable
demand forces, falling loyalty,
infrequent referrals and tepid
responses to marketing,
advertising and sales campaigns
are self-evident. The focus of
business tends to be on-selling
products and services rather than
addressing consumer perceptions.
BEWARE ANXIETY
For the past decade, leading social
researchers have repeatedly
emphasised that society, families
and individuals have lived in a
state of anxiety. Resultant
behavioural traits belie supposed
indisputable external marketplace
factors.

Personal safety is a classic case
study. Police, government and
social authorities concur when
declaring that the statistics
substantiate that Australians are
safer today than they have been
for two or three decades.
Records of burglaries, assaults and
crime generally endorse the
contentions.
There is one major deficiency.
Individuals, families and business
entities feel less safe. They act
accordingly. Facts account for
little.
Overall, retail sales exhibit similar
characteristics. Notwithstanding
falling unemployment levels, stable
incomes and the prevalence of
countless inducements from sales,
discounts and bargain offering,
individuals still have a measure of
anxiety about job security.
That alone tempers plans, budgets
and expenditure patterns.
Capacity to buy is a secondary
issue – one which is not being
recognised and addressed by an
overwhelming majority of
marketing initiatives.
BUILD CONFIDENCE
A lack of confidence is effectively
the “hand-brake” which is being
applied by many prospective
clients and customers.

Concerns of a lack certainty come
and cash-flows are tempering
demand, particularly with
discretionary purchases.
Buying cycles and purchase leadtimes are being concertinaed.
Marketplace volatility prevails.
Effective and accurate forecasting
is somewhat futile (resultant
business frustration is another
issue).
Accordingly, the veracity of public
statements by well credentialed
economists, bankers, academics
and commentators is
questionable.
In short, it is not the fundamentals
that will drive 2019 – and
determine, define and quantify the
prospects.
The key factors – independent
variables, if you will – are the
states of anxiety and confidence.
Each is subjective, emotional and
variable. Therefore, tight control
is not possible. The challenge is to
influence and capitalise on all of
them.
Hence, it will be inappropriate for
business leaders to be anxious and
not confident about the prospects
for 2019. They need to recognise,
isolate, analyse and then influence
both states of mind – confidence
and anxiety – if they wish to
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positively influence the state of
the economy, the marketplace
and their own buoyancy and
incomes.
© Copyright, Barry Urquhart
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Andy Bounds

Influencing technique #2 –
using a double negative
There are lots of negative words
you can use like this. Examples
include:
• Is there any reason we
SHOULDN’T do this?
• Have you any CONCERNS
about this?
• Is there anyone who WON’T
want us to do this?
• Would it do any HARM if we
tried this?
So my question to you…

People may often say “no”
to you. This might be
because they mean “no”.
They’ve thought it through.
They’ve analysed arguments
for and against.
Or they said “no” because their
head’s full of other stuff and
weren’t able/couldn’t be bothered
to think properly about your
request.
So, a great influencing technique is
to ask a negatively-phrased
question. That way, if they
respond with “no”, it becomes a
double negative – so, a positive.
Clearly, this needs an example to
make more sense…
If you ask “is there any reason we
shouldn’t explore this further?”
they’ll either reply:
• “No” – which means there’s
no reason we shouldn’t. In
other words, we should
explore it further. Or…
• “Yes” – which means there is
a reason we shouldn’t. So your
response this time is “I’m glad
I asked. Why’s that?” And
then they have to outline their
concerns. And, once you
know them, you can remove
them

Action Point
Identify someone you have to
influence today.
Is there any reason why you
CAN’T try this technique with
them?
© Copyright, Andy Bounds
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Rita Trehan

There’s no excuse for turning a
blind eye to work-related stress
workers by seeing those suffering
from stress-related illness as
weak.

With one in four of us experiencing
mental ill health at some point in our
lives, it should come as no surprise
that depression, stress or anxiety are
some of the primary causes of
absence from work.
If you’re worrying about work
while you’re lying in bed at night
or jumping straight onto your
phone the second you wake, it
could be a sign that work is the
problem. In particular, the growth
of an ‘always-on’ culture has made
switching off harder for people to
manage.
This has been confirmed by a
recent Health and Safety
Executive study which found that
21% of workplace stress is caused
by an excessive workload, 13% by
violence, threats or bullying, and
14% by lack of support. These are
all avoidable. Far too many
managers treat these absences as
isolated incidents, but it may be
red flag that the culture of your
workplace needs attention.
Around 15.4 million working days
were lost due to work-related
stress, depression or anxiety in
2017/18, with 595,000 employees
affected. Of these, 293,000 were
newly diagnosed. Working days
lost due to stress, depression or
anxiety account for 57% of all
working days lost due to ill health.
High-risk jobs include teachers,
social workers, call centre
operatives as well as staff in retail,
construction, primary care and
the emergency services.
While some companies are
undoubtedly seeing that mental
health issues are on the rise and
are recognising that they have a
responsibility to minimise workrelated stress, others stigmatise

By engendering a culture that
encourages long hours and
doesn’t encourage people to use
up their holiday entitlements,
employers are exhibiting poor
leadership behaviours that can
create problems. If staff are eating
at their desks, rushing their work
or showing signs that they feel
under pressure, you need to act.
The first thing to do is to review
approaches towards mental health
and ask whether the company is
doing enough to address the
issues. Placing sufficient value on
the importance of mental health
and having an awareness of the
signs to look for in people who
may be at risk, means issues are
dealt with earlier, and are less
likely to develop into bigger
problems.
By developing practices around
wellbeing and identify
opportunities to build wellbeing
into the daily work cycle, and by
understanding the root causes of
workplace stress, it’s easy to see if
there is something endemic in the
culture that might be causing
absences.
Begin by encouraging ‘switching
off’ hours so people do not feel
compelled to work or respond to
requests outside of normal work
hours.
Encourage healthy relationships
between employees and line
managers, so that employees feel
able to report issues and feel
supported in doing so. Try to lift
the stigma of mental health by
having a top-down approach,
encouraging staff to be open
about mental health issues, just as
they would if they had a physical
illness. It’s worth considering that
stress can manifest itself in
physical illnesses, too.

Provide training for managers –
online or in person – on how to
deal with approaches by staff who
might be suffering from workrelated stress. Managers who may
be scared of saying the wrong
thing, or making the situation
worse, may shy away from these
conversations, making the
employee feel unsupported.
Finally, see the benefits of
supporting the wellbeing of your
staff. An overworked and
pressured workforce is likely to
be far less productive, whereas
recognising the emotional,
behavioural and physical signs that
employees could be struggling,
and knowing how to address their
concerns, could go a long way
towards having a happy,
productive and loyal workforce.
© Copyright, Rita Trehan
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Peter Economy

25 surprisingly useful things you
can do with Siri

Siri is not just a voice -- or annoyance
-- from an accidental push on your
phone. It's your own personal
assistant.
The iPhone can be a powerful
tool, but there is a good chance
you're not using it to its full
potential.
If the last time you used Apple's
voice assistant Siri was because
you accidentally pressed the home
button for too long, remember
that it can do some pretty cool
things. Here are 25 -- just be sure
to wake up Siri by saying "Hey
Siri" first:
1. Translation.
Use Siri to translate English into
other languages, useful when
travelling abroad. You only need
to ask: "How do you say [word or
phrase] in [language]?"
2. Check email.
Too lazy to check email from the
computer or from the app? Just
say "check email" and Siri will
show you a list of new messages
you have received.
3. Get sports information.
For those nail-biting games, we
want scores ASAP. Ask Siri what
the score is for a game, or even
ask when the game will start. Just
be sure to be specific about the
sport and team names.

4. Send text messages.
Just say "Send text to
[name] saying [message
content]." Simple.

10. Send money.
Using Square Cash, Venmo, or
Apple Pay, Siri can send money to
any contact of your choice.

5. Check the weather.
Want to know what to wear?
Knowing what weather to expect
will help.

11. Play dice.
Whether for fun or for decisionmaking, see what happens when
you say "Roll a dice."

6. Schedule a wakeup call.
Say "Wake me up in two hours"
and Siri will set an alarm for you.

12. Flip a coin.
Or, ask Siri to give you an answer
by flipping a coin.

7. Find movie times.
Forget Netflix. Siri will use your
location to find out when a
certain movie is playing nearby.

13. Change your name.
I'm not exactly sure why you
might want to do this one, but Siri
can address you by any name you
choose so long as you say so.

8. Bedtime story.
"Tell me a bedtime story please"
will lead to a very entertaining
story, as told by Siri.
9. Car parking.
Tired of losing your own vehicle?
Next time just say: "Remember
where I parked my car" and she
will save the location for you.

14. Do maths.
Need to know "What is [number]
plus/times/divided by/minus
[number]?" Siri will do the math
calculations for you.
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15. Check the time.
Time zones can be tricky and
confusing. Ask "What is the time
in [say the country or city]?" if
you want to know the time of a
particular place.
16. Get directions.
For navigation help, try, "Show me
the nearest [gas
stations/restaurants/malls/etc.]."
17. Check flight status.
In the same way you can check
game scores, you can actually also
check which flights (using the
airline and flight number) are on
time or late.
18. Set a reminder.
Because sometimes writing it
down on pen and paper can be
too much work.
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19. Calculating tip.
"What's the tip on [amount]?" will
tell you how much tip to
add when you're out for dinner.
20. Control the settings of
your phone.
Want to turn off your phone's
WiFi or Bluetooth? Need to
adjust brightness? Just ask Siri -she's ready to help.
21. Play a song.
Easily control music by pausing,
stopping, or even skipping certain
songs as well.
22. Check facts.
Who starred in your favourite
film? When was Steve Jobs born?
Who won last year's Super Bowl?
23. Discover where to use
Apple Pay.
Siri can help you figure out what
stores or restaurants accept it -something I've personally been
using a lot more lately.
24. Create a password.
Say "Random password" and Siri
will generate one for you.
25. Identify a song.
Hold your phone close to a
restaurant or cafe speaker and
say, "Name that tune." The song
will be identified for you. You'll be
given an option to buy the song,
too.
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Roz Usheroff

How to own your inner leader

What first crossed my mind when I
contemplated writing an article on
personal leadership was that this
topic continues to present a
seemingly timeless challenge and
ongoing curiosity for everyone –
including leaders. The simple truth is
that there’s no set formula for
leadership success.
For over two decades, I have had
the opportunity to work with
professionals on all levels. In that
time, I have seen leadership styles
change dramatically to reflect
what seems to be the latest fad or
trend for creating organizational
success based on the day’s
popular thinking. An example of
these shifting sensibilities is a May
2018 Mckinsey Quarterly article
by Stanford business school
professor and author Jeffrey
Pfeffer. In it, he talks about three
leadership myths, specifically the
assertion that “to do good you
need to be good,” how
“authenticity beats politics,” and
that “consistency is key” to
success.
Rather than dwelling on
questionable myths, I’d like to
share with you the three truths
for finding your inner leader. If
you have never thought of
yourself as a leader, the time is
now for you to recognize those
leadership qualities you already
possess and capitalise on them.

Own your leadership and
future
Before I get into the “three
truths” referenced above, it is
essential that you understand that
you must own your leadership
and future.
Let me explain what I mean when
I say own it.
Have you ever looked up to
someone who has let you down?
Of course, you have. We all have.
Whether it be a sports hero, or
an elected official, or for that
matter a mentor, we tend to look
for leadership outside of
ourselves. Often in the process,
we can hold unrealistic
expectations for those to whom
we admire. But lost in our
disappointment is the fact that we
have failed in our responsibility to
lead ourselves.
I am not implying that you should
not have people whom you can
respect and admire because of
what they have been able to
accomplish. However, judging or
becoming disappointed in others’
failures and shortcomings is unfair
simply because they are doing
things that you may either be
unwilling or unable (to learn how)
to do yourself.
While not everyone aspires to
become the CEO of a large
corporation, everyone has the
right to step up to their “own”
leadership plate and claim both
responsibility and ownership over
their future within the sphere of
their influence. Are you ready to
take the lead in your career and
life? To be able to do this, you
must learn from great people, but
don’t depend on them because
your future is up to you.

1. Become the Conductor in
your Career and Life
Someone once said to me “I know
enough to know that I don’t know
enough.” It was a simple
statement that carried a big
punch. The fact is that like
perfection; learning is a journey as
opposed to a destination. To get
ahead of the circumstances that
impact your career and life, you
need to have an insatiable
curiosity for the things with which
you may not be familiar or
comfortable.
I am not suggesting that you have
to acquire skills for tasks for
which your talents are not suited
and then try to do it – at least not
on a catch-all basis. Think of it in
the context of being a conductor
for a symphony orchestra. You
are not going to play every
instrument yourself, but you
certainly have to know the sound
each instrument makes and at
which point they should be
playing. In the same way, you also
have to be the conductor in your
career and life.
To do this, you have to:
•
Look for opportunities to
expand your knowledge
base so that you
understand what you do
and why.
•
Magnify your vision by
gaining insights into what
others around you are
doing.
2. Rise to the occasion by
adopting an attitude of
partnership
In his 1624 devotion, John Donne
wrote: “No man is an Island, entire
of itself; every man is a piece of the
Continent, a part of the main.”
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Unlike the leadership myths about
which professor Pfeffer wrote, the
enduring truth associated with
Donne’s words are truly timeless.
While people need great leaders,
leaders need great people.
Organizational success is a
collective endeavour in which no
one person through their isolated
efforts can achieve desired
outcomes. Or to put it another
way, great leaders do not want
followers; they want partners –
people who are themselves,
leaders.
So how do you rise to the
occasion? Here’s how:
• Find opportunities to share
your vision and be the trusted
advisor that others seek out.
• Regardless of your title,
engage with others in a way
that resembles an ordinary
person-to-person
conversation.
3. Adopt an attitude of selfgovernance and selfresponsibility
Leadership or being a leader is not
dependent on your title or
position within your current
organization. Nor is it dependent
on your income or your daily
tasks. Leadership in its purest
form is a state of mind – a way of
thinking. It is an attitude of selfgovernance and self-responsibility,
leading to becoming more actionoriented. If you look at the history
of some of the world’s greatest
leaders, you will see that the
majority rose to their position of
prominence from humble
beginnings. Their leadership began
from within, as yours must also
begin.
Becoming a leader means:
• Taking responsibility for
developing a healthy selfempowerment mindset.
• Being forward-looking, even if
you have to deal with
situations for which you’re
not at fault or originate
outside of your actions.
Are you a leader or a
follower?
When everything is said and done,
there is more said than done. You
can talk about being a leader, but
you have to walk the talk, which
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means that you have to take the
lead in your career to realize the
opportunities it will afford you.
Followers always wait for
direction, while leaders are
constantly looking for ways to
make a positive impact outside of
the framework of the familiar.
With the former, the future is in
someone else’s hands, while with
the latter your future is in your
hands.
The only question you now have
to answer is this; are you a
follower, or are you a leader?
© Copyright, Roz Usheroff
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Jargon Busters
Economics Terms

• Counter-Cyclical Demand Management
Policies - Policies intended to manage the level of
demand. The policy stance is opposite to the point
in the economic cycle. In other words, if the
economy is booming, then policy is fundamentally
deflationary to prevent over-heating. If the
economy, however, is in recession then the
government's policy stance should be reflationary
to kick-start the economy out of recession.
• Court of Directors of Bank of England - The
Court is responsible for the overall management
of the Bank. It sets the objectives and strategy of
the Bank and is responsible for ensuring that the
financial position of the Bank is properly
represented in its accounts. The Court is made up
of 16 non-executive directors, the Governor and
the two Deputy Governors.
• Crawling Peg - Form of adjustable peg where
the central parity can be changed regularly based
on the previous trend in the exchange rate.
• Credit Creation Multiplier - Shows increase in
total liabilities as a result of a rise in liquid assets.
• Credit Crunch - The situation created when
banks hugely reduced their lending to each other
because they were uncertain about how much
money each of them had. This in turn resulted in
more expensive loans and mortgages for ordinary
people.
• Credit Default Swap - A swap designed to
transfer credit risk, in effect a form of financial
insurance. The buyer of the swap makes periodic
payments to the seller in return for protection in
the event of loan default.
• Cross Elasticity of Demand - Measures the
responsiveness of demand for good A to a given
change in the price of good B. It is an important
piece of information to a firm as it helps them to
predict how much the demand for their product
will change as the price of other goods change.
• Cross-Correlation of Business Cycles - A
measure of how closely aligned the timing of
movements in activity are for two countries over
their business cycles. The closer the value is to 1
the more synchronised the business cycles will be.
A value of -1 would indicate that the two series
move in a counter-cyclical direction. A value near
zero indicates that there is no statistical
relationship between the series.
• Currency Peg - A commitment by a government
to maintain its currency at a fixed value in relation
to another currency. Typically this is done by the
government buying its own currency to force the
value up, or selling its own currency to lower the
value.
• Current Account Equilibrium - When a
country's earnings from visible and invisible items
match its expenditure on visible and invisible items
from abroad
Source: Bizezia’s Glossary of Economics Terms. For
more information, visit: www.onesmartplace.com
© Copyright 2019, Bizezia Ltd
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Pete Foley

Innovate like Isaac Asimov –
lessons from an innovator, years
ahead of his time
It should be no surprise that
innovation is a constantly evolving
field. As innovators, it is in our
nature to constantly evaluate,
optimize and reinvent our models
and processes. Indeed, how can we
expect to help our clients to evolve
and reinvent their products and
services if we cannot continuously
improve our own?
However, sometimes it is also
good to look back. To paraphrase
Dennis Gabor, we cannot hope to
invent the future without
understanding how the past
invented the present.
I recently reread a 1959 article on
innovation by the late, great Isaac
Asimov. It was both humbling and
inspiring to see a master discuss
over 50 years ago so much of
what is current in our discussion
around innovation and creativity
today. In particular, he describes
so many of the insights that we
today draw from our
understanding of behavioural
science and psychology. A lot of
the terminology and linguistics
may have changed over the years,
but the core ideas he described
remain insightful and current
today: In particular, four key
insights stand out.
1.Why didn’t I think of that?
One of the best measures of a
great idea is its obviousness in
hindsight. Referring to Darwin’s
“The Origin of the Species”,
arguably one of the greatest
scientific discoveries of all time,
Asimov quotes Thomas Huxley,
who is supposed to have said,
“How stupid of me not to have
thought of this”. “Why didn’t I

think of that” to this day remains
a simple, and very effective
measure of any innovation. So
many great inventions seem
obvious in hindsight, be it Uber,
the iPad or even the wheel! But
before they were obvious, they
weren’t! Even if we are not in the
same league as Darwin, whether
or not an innovation is
‘surprisingly obvious’ is still a
powerful way to evaluate it. If it
passes the ‘why didn’t I think of
that’ test, we almost certainly
have a winner, one which
possesses the magic combination
of authentic added value, while
also being easy to understand (and
hence market).
2. The ability to bridge
across domains and silos.
Truly disruptive, game changing
ideas rarely come from the
existing centre of expertise. As
Max Planck put it, ‘science
progresses one funeral at a time’,
and indeed the biggest barriers to
new ideas are often the deeply
entrenched ideas and expertise
that precedes them. Today we
often talk about the value of T-

Shaped innovators. This is a term
originally coined by Tim Brown at
IDEO to describe people who
have deep knowledge in one
domain, but whose curiosity and
broad knowledge of a wide variety
of areas helps them to connect
the dots in surprising ways and
reapply knowledge across
domains and silos.
This is central to so many great
innovations. How many lives did
Alexis Carrel save with his Nobel
Prize winning suturing techniques
used in heart surgery, a technique
he reapplied from lace making?
The now almost ubiquitous, and
very profitable Autotune
technology used in the recording
industry, and made famous by
Cher and Kanye West, was
reapplied from reflection
seismology used in oil exploration
by Andy Hildebrand. The list
goes on, James Dyson reapplied
cyclonic separation from a saw
mill to create his vacuum cleaner,
while the relatively simple concept
of “Uberization” has been
reapplied to create so many new
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businesses in the last few
years. Asimov was way ahead of
the curve on this, and in
deconstructing the Origin of the
Species, he described what are
essentially T-shaped innovators
with the ability to bridge across
domains and silos, “what you
needed was someone who studied
species, read Malthus, and had the
ability to make a crossconnection”
3. Parallel Discovery.
One of the most important things
any innovator can do is to stay
current within our own field. While
stretching across domains to
become ‘T-Shaped’ is a powerful
way to expand our capability,
remaining anchored in our core
expertise is non-negotiable. This
sounds obvious, but as the sheer
volume of information in virtually
every field explodes, it is no small
task. In reality, for many of us this
means constantly revising the scope
of our core knowledge area, and/or
finding networking and sharing
strategies to help us to remain
current without getting
overwhelmed by the sheer volume
of new information available to us
every day.
However, if we don’t stay current,
we risk being outflanked by
parallel discovery. In essence, this
is when a discovery becomes
almost inevitable, simply because
all of the pieces of a puzzle have
recently come into place.
(Very) smart people will inevitably
see patterns emerging from
combinations of other recent
discoveries and connect them to
make what become almost
inevitable discoveries.
We see this epitomised in
numerous shared Nobel prizes, or
simply in similar patents that
culminate years of work but are
often filed within a few days of
each other.
Examples of big scientific
discoveries that fit this model
include the parallel discovery of
epigenetics by Holliday, Pugh and
Riggs in the 1980’s, and the classic
parallel discoveries of calculus
(Newton and Leibonitz) and
natural selection (Darwin and
Wallace) described by
Asimov. However, parallel
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discovery does not apply only to
great, world changing innovations
like these. It also applies on a
smaller scale, and I’ve personally
experienced both the good and
bad side of patents for
commercial applications filed
within a few days of each
other. Fail to stay current, and
what appears a huge challenge to
us may become obvious to a
smart competitor whose only
advantage is access to new
information provided by a more
up to date reading list.
4. Deconstructing the
Innovation Process.
Finally, Asimov describes what
may be the biggest challenge of all;
deconstructing (and hence
understanding and systematizing)
the innovation process itself. We
have plenty of examples of great
innovations that we can analyze
and post rationalize, but as he
points out, “the method of
generation (of ideas) is never clear
even to the generators
themselves”. We are rarely, if
ever, able to observe the ‘act of
creation’ in real time, and so have
to rely on post rationalizations,
memories, and post facto analysis
of these events. We can certainly
gain insight from this, and I believe
that the transfer and hybridization
of concepts between domains and
at interfaces, and the intuitive use
of analogy to facilitate this lies at
the heart of the creative,
innovative process. This kind of
understanding can help us to be
better innovators and can allow us
to create conditions where
innovation is more likely to
occur. But the Holy Grail of
reliable, predictable, systematic
innovation still remains a
challenge, and probably will do for
quite some time.
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Drayton Bird

Lessons from the best salesman I
ever met
Maybe because I am about 372 years old
or maybe because I'm a feckless idiot, my
domestic life has been complicated,
sometimes disastrous.
My second marriage to a very
beautiful and remarkably talented Kiwi
lady called Anna was what you might
call a 7-year train-wreck, largely my
fault. She was actually a Maori
princess - Aroha te Paora - and a
magazine cover girl in Australia before
she had the misfortune to meet me.
Previously she was married to one of
the best salesmen in the world, a
Canadian called Glenn McMahon.
Glenn was a top gun with
Encyclopaedia Britannica in its heyday.
If you don't know what Encyclopaedia
Britannica was, put it this way: today
you go to Google when you want to
know anything. In those days you had
to look it up in a huge set of volumes,
called encyclopaedias. Those
encyclopaedias were incredibly
expensive, and the most expensive
was Britannica. Glenn was so good at
selling that he was a millionaire in the
'60's when money actually meant
something.
I got on quite well with Glenn and one
day was having lunch with him and his
ex, then my current wife. We talked
about success.
I asked him how on earth he had been
able to sell so many extraordinarily
expensive sets of the Britannica.
He said "I'm not going to go through
the whole pitch, it takes forever. I'll
just give you the close." The close,
dear reader is when you ask people to
actually sign on the dotted line. At this
point, Glenn would not speak at all
about the Encyclopaedia. He would
only talk about the supplementary
volumes you received every year if
you subscribed. He said the
supplementary volumes were such

incredibly good value that he couldn't
ever remember anyone turning down
the deal. Then, he told me, "I put the
contract in front of the prospect and
without looking at him hand over a
very beautiful pen for him to sign the
contract".
So, what's the point of all this?
The most important thing in selling is
to get the money. This goes directly
against the tenets of the apostles of
content marketing. They say all you
have to do is send a constant stream
of interesting information and
eventually they will buy. Well you
know what? "Eventually" is too late.
The more often you ask for the sale
the better you will do. The more
vigorously and repeatedly you ask for
the sale the better you will do. If you
want my opinion about what you
ought to be doing in 2019, when all
the portents are rather depressing,
and times could well become quite
hard.
Concentrate on how to get people to
give you the damn money. There's an
old American joke about elections
where the crooked campaigner says
to his supporters "Vote early and vote
often"
You'll find it often pays you to ask
people to buy early, ask again and ask
at the end - more than once if you
can.
To go back to the theme of salesmen.
There is a technique known as the
"trial close". When you see the
prospect is keen to buy you ask for
the sale quite early on in the
presentation or pitch. When you're
writing long copy - and I suggest you
learn to if you haven't already - it's
always clever to put a request for the
sale early on in the copy. People who
want to buy will, those who don't and
aren't interested will stop reading, and
those who are not sure will keep
reading while you keep selling. The
longer you can keep selling the more
likely you are to make money.

None of this is new to anybody who
studies copy but I'm astonished at
how many people think they
understand what selling is about and
don]t have a clue.
For goodness sake don't be one of
them. If you found the story that I just
told you interesting and helpful, I have
a lot more on AskDrayton.com.
All based on what I learned from my
own mistakes. I'm afraid few involve
beautiful ladies, but they all reveal
ways you can do better in 2019 than
2018.
Actually, I guarantee it. And it
only costs $1 (refundable) to find
out if I'm true to my word or full
of hot air.
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Greg Satell

Innovation “Gurus” love to talk
about these 4 myths — none
of them are true

Go to any conference these days and
innovation is almost sure to come up.
When it does, you can be just as sure
you will see something Steve Jobs
said, something Elon Musk did (or
plans to do) and some doomsday
scenario about how robots will make
us all obsolete (if they haven’t
already).
There are good reasons for this.
Our world is changing faster than
ever and companies don’t last
nearly as long as they used to. In
some cases, entire industries are
swept away by the rising tide of
new technology. We’re not only
creating machines that think but
editing genes and manipulating
materials on the molecular level.
These are exciting, but confusing
times. Unfortunately, that leaves a
lot of room for hucksters selling
gimmicks and every conference
has its share of them as well. They
tend to be long on buzzwords and
short on any real experience or
track record of accomplishment.
Nevertheless, they can be
incredibly convincing. Here are
four ideas you should be looking
to avoid:
1. Disruptive Innovation Is
Inherently Better
Ever since Clayton Christensen
published The Innovator’s Dilemma,
the concept of disruptive
innovation has become the
buzziest of buzzwords. The
process he described, a seemingly
marginal player upending industry
incumbents by creating a shift in
the basis of competition, is at

once both seductive and
terrifying.
The reality, however, is that true
disruption is incredibly rare. It
may happen to your industry once
in a decade and even then, it’s
usually not nearly as disruptive as
pundits say it’s going to be. We
still have newspapers and many of
them make money. Last year,
sales of paper books surged, while
those of e-books fell.
What makes disruptive innovation
so dangerous is not that they
create technologies that are
necessarily better, but that they
initiate a shift in business models,
which makes it hard for
incumbents to compete without
killing their cash cows. So, we
should view disruptive innovation
as a means to an end rather than
an end in itself.

2. Incremental Innovation
Isn’t Really Innovation
While disruptive innovation is
widely praised, incremental
innovation is often sneered at.
Why merely tweak at the edges
when you can do something really
radical? Many innovation gurus
proudly say that they don’t even
consider incremental innovation
“real” innovation because it
doesn’t move the needle fast
enough.
They often point to Steve Jobs
and Apple as a prime example.
When MP3 manufacturers were
making incremental improvements
in their devices, Jobs completely
reimagined the possibilities with
the iPod. When mobile phone
companies were making mild
improvements, he blew away the
competition with the iPhone.
How inspiring!

“Uber or AirBnB: Both launched with standard
technologies but disrupted more established
firms because they undermined their business
models. In effect, they did not invent new
technologies to solve a problem but found a
new Uber
problem
for existing
technology
to solve..”
Consider
or AirBnB. Both
Yet what
made Jobs’s innovations
launched with standard
technologies but disrupted more
established firms because they
undermined their business
models. In effect, they did not
invent new technologies to solve a
problem but found a new problem
for existing technology to solve.

possible were decades of
incremental improvements in
processors and other
technologies. In a similar vein,
what made Elon Musk’s success at
Tesla possible was decades of
incremental improvements in
lithium-ion batteries. Sure,
everyone would rather hit home
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runs, but the game is more often
won with singles and doubles.
Make no mistake. The bulk of the
value from innovation is generated
by incremental improvements,
which is why smart firms follow
the 70-20-10 rule — devoting
70% of resources to incremental
innovations, 20% on adjacent
opportunities and 10% on radically
new opportunities.
3. You Have To Be Agile To
Innovate
Another pervasive myth that is
constantly repeated is that to
innovate you need to be agile.
Pundits are always saying that in
the fast moving world of today,
you need to be able to adapt
quickly to changes or you will end
up roadkill. There is some truth
to that, but great companies
prepare more than they adapt.
My favourite example of this is
IBM, which is by all accounts a big,
slow lumbering firm. Pick any
point in the last 70 years and you
would find no shortage of people
who thought the company was a
dinosaur about to become extinct.
Yet not only does it still exist, it
continues to be a leader in many
cutting edge technologies,
including artificial intelligence,
quantum computing and
neuromorphic chips.
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We desperately need to shift our
emphasis from disrupting markets
to pursuing grand challenges —
solving fundamental problems that
have the potential to change
what’s possible and bring your
business to a completely new
level.
4. Innovation Is About Ideas
The most pervasive myth about
innovation is that it is about ideas.
Sure, every great innovation — or
accomplishment of any kind —
has an idea behind it, but so do
most failures. The real trick is to
come up with a good idea,
execute it effectively and then get
other people to buy into it so that
it spreads and makes an impact.
That’s a much higher hill to climb,
because there are far more bad
ideas than good ones and a
vanishingly small percentage of
good ideas ever become
transformative. It’s always tough
to tell if an idea is any good until
you put it into practice and once
you do that you take on the risk
of failure, which is often painful.
Nobody ever seems to want to
talk about the pain.

Revolutions don’t begin with a
slogan, they begin with a cause. So
don’t look for a great idea, find a
good problem.
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What I found in researching my
book Mapping Innovation is that
the truly innovative organizations
— not just the one-hit wonders,
but those who can reproduce
success over many years — don’t

“These are exciting, but confusing times.
Unfortunately, that leaves a lot of room for
hucksters selling gimmicks and every conference
has its share of them as well.”
Its secret is that it’s been around
long enough to understand that
every business is disrupted
eventually. So, it invest billions of
dollars every year into exploring
really tough problems that will
take them years — and
sometimes decades — to solve.
So, when IBM hits a rough patch,
it’s always got something new
cooking.

look for ideas but for problems to
solve. A good problem leads to a
sense of purpose and that’s where
good ideas really come from.
Another thing I noticed was that
great innovators had to persevere.
They were able to do so not
because they had better ideas, but
because they felt strongly that the
problem they were working on
needed to be solved. So, they
stuck with it until it was.
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August J. Aquila

How you can get partners to
change

Business and other plans are not
implemented for a myriad of reasons.
One managing partner told me, he
had too many other issues to
address, another was waiting for the
management team to give it its final
blessing and still another just blamed
everyone else in the firm rather than
looking at himself in a mirror. And,
another managing partner even told
me told me the firm could not afford
to make the changes!
If you are planning to tackle an
issue in the firm and make a
change, the first thing you need to
do is clarify what the real problem
is. Next, describe your overall
approach by creating a roadmap.
Then you need to gather facts and
work together with other
partners in the firm. Finally,
develop your recommendations
and identify the next steps.
There is also one more thing you
must do. Ask yourself this: “What
will make my partners change?”
By change, I mean behaving
differently. Because we know as a
fact that if partners do not change
their behaviours nothing in the
firm changes.
Your first step is to understand
the driving and restraining forces
in your firm. While you may or
may not be able to see them, you
can surely feel them. Kurt Lewin,
who is universally recognized as
the founder of modern social
psychology, developed force field
analysis. Force field analysis is a
management tool for analyzing the

opposing forces involved in
change or in team building efforts.
It can be used at any level –
individual, team or firm – to
identify the forces that may work
against change initiatives.
Lewin viewed organizations as
systems in which the present
situation was not a static pattern
but a dynamic balance of forces
working in opposite directions.
(See Exhibit 1) In any situation
there are both driving forces that
push for change and restraining
forces that act against change. For
any change to be successful, the
driving forces must exceed the
restraining forces.
The best way to start using this
technique is to visualize the issue
on a white board. First, state the
current situation. Second,
determine the ideal situation or
where you would like to be. This
will tell you the distance you will
have to move. To get people to
move, it’s necessary to get them
to view the ideal situation as
better than the current one. One
way to do this is to describe what
will happen to the current
situation if nothing changes.
Now, start listing all the driving
forces – the forces that will carry
you to the ideal situation. Sample
driving forces may be team
competition, bonuses, new
initiatives, etc. These are on the
left side of the white board.
On the right side of your white
board, list all the restraining
forces – those that will stop you
from achieving your goal. Some
examples are apathy, open or
hidden hostility, fear, outdated
technology, etc.

Not all forces are equal or valid.
Determine which ones are the
most important and then allocate
a score to each force using a scale
from 1 to 10 – 1 being extremely
weak and 10 being extremely
strong.
Once you have both the
restraining and driving forces
rated, you can determine whether
the change you are trying to
accomplish is feasible and if
movement toward your goal can
be achieved. When looking at
these forces, you have two
options – increase the strength of
the driving force or decrease the
strength of the restraining force.
Beware of the danger that if you
increase a driving force too much,
you will also increase the
corresponding restraining force.
To understand the unique forces
in your firm, consider the
following types of questions:
Why is it that certain niche or
practice groups are so ineffective
in getting things done in the firm
while others are extremely
effective and efficient?
How do individuals within the
groups communicate?
How is the group affected by the
way it is perceived in the firm?
What are the dynamics of intergroup relations?
How are leaders trained so they
can actually improve the
functioning of the group?
As a firm leader, you must
understand the nature of both
driving and restraining forces and
the impact that exerting too much
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or too many driving forces may
have on your desire for change.
© Copyright, August Aquila
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Working with an
unhappy customer
Most business owners would be happy if customer
complaints were resolved quickly and courteously
every time. However, that's an impossible goal,
because some problems can't be fixed (or at least
immediately). But you can keep your customers
very happy with your service and even raving
about it, if you implement this simple policy:

•

Begin with an immediate, sympathetic apology even if the complaint is unfounded, misdirected, or
just plain idiotic.

•

Repeat the complaint to the customer to verify that
you understand. This should get the customer to (i)
say "yes" - a very important first step - and (ii) pause
in anticipation.

•

Then say either "I can solve that problem for you
right now" or "I'll start working a solution
immediately."

•
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•
•

Explain that your business has a policy of
compensating customers with problems. Tell him
about some inexpensive but valuable gift you are
going to send him. Good examples might include
information products that can be delivered via email
to reduce your costs. Ask where the gift like that
should be sent. Again, this should help to neutralize
the complaint.
Tell the customer exactly how you are going to
solve the problem. Ask if that is acceptable.
If the customer's expectations can't be met, tell the
customer you will speak to your superiors to see if
something further can be done. Sometime later,
your superior should call to offer some additional
compensation.
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Janet Sernack

Surviving & thriving in the entrepreneur’s game

I was shocked to see in my calendar
that it’s exactly 30 years since I exited
my corporate career as a top retail
executive at the now defunct ColesMyer Group. I also realised that it’s
also my 30-year anniversary as a serial
entrepreneur who is not only still in a
SME business, but is ploughing away,
when most of my peers are advancing
begrudgingly towards retirement, at
creating a global start-up that everyone
said wouldn’t work.
This caused my wonderings to
continue seeking: what might be the
key ingredients of the magic formula
that successfully inspired, sustained
and resourced me to survive and
thrive in this challenging innovative
and entrepreneurial game?
Where, during those many years I
managed to refresh, renew and
reinvent myself and my business
focus so many times?
How might this be interesting and
useful to others, in the new age of
global entrepreneurship, especially
as a woman, where The Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)
Report for Women 2016/17 reports
that 274 million women were
already running their own businesses
across 74 economies, of which 111
million were running wellestablished businesses by 2016.
Whilst the World Economic Forum
in its New Models for
Entrepreneurship Report stated
that: “Entrepreneurs are key drivers of
economic and social progress. Rapidly
growing entrepreneurial enterprises are

often viewed as important sources of
innovation, productivity growth and
employment (small and medium-sized
enterprises account for 97% of all jobs
in emerging economies).”
It was when I first encountered
Ernst & Young’s White Paper,
Avoiding a Lost Generation, when I
was starting up ImagineNation™ in
Israel, that I came across The
International Labour Organization
(ILO) report. Where, almost 13% of
the world’s youth — close to 75
million young people — are
unemployed and many are also
underemployed relative to their
training and capabilities. In the
worst-hit countries, youth
unemployment rates have risen well
above 30%. The Economist in
Generation Jobless reported that
the real rate was much higher, with
an estimated total of almost 290
million young people neither
working nor studying.
In the Middle East and Africa, where
I was located at the time it was
estimated that 40.6% of this age
group were inactive or not working.
Making them ripe for enticement
into unsavoury and unlawful
activities, and also an incredible
force for massive change in
education to unleash the power of
entrepreneurship.
Age is becoming less of a barrier,
where World Economic Forum
Research looked at 2.7 million
business start-ups between 2007
and 2014, and found the average age
of people who founded a business
and went on to hire at least one
employee was 42.

So, based on the knowledge, skills
and experience I gleaned from my
30 years of serial entrepreneurship,
here are some suggestions, in my
first of three blogs, on how to make
the entrepreneurial leap. To
unleash the power of innovative
entrepreneurship through
manifesting an optimistic, abundant
and positive future in VUCA times
within a digital and connected world.
Dedicated to the currently under
and unemployed to the many
women seeking the confidence and
self-efficacy to make a stand and go
it alone. To the wise ageing
boomers or “modern elders”, who
wish to contribute, add value and
make a sustainable difference to the
quality of people’s’ lives, in ways
they appreciate and cherish.
From the first ten years 19881998
Make a fundamental change
choice
In early 1988, I achieved the status
of being the top female retail
executive in Australia, as the Fashion
Direction Manager of 42 Australian
based department stores, coupled
with the key responsibilities of a
marketing development managers
role. It would have been very easy,
and comfortable continuing enjoying
the benefits of my regular glamorous
global international trips to the
fashion capitals of the world, my
high designer wardrobe, my designer
boyfriend and architect designed
inner city home. Where, to help me
cope with the stress of the job, I
initiated a daily meditation practice
which I have continued to sustain on
a daily basis.
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Taking the less easy path, it became
a period of incredible learning,
where I not only created and
invented my role, I also studied
business management and marketing
part-time as mature student. I also
undertook a series professional
management and personal
development programs. All of which
compounded into a serious “reality
check” around having a lot of status
and material possessions. As well
living what appeared to me, as a
superficial and yet somewhat
unsatisfying life centred around
fashion’s deliberate obsolescence
and a female leadership model
where women role modelled their
behaviours on the men.
Most importantly, I did not have the
self-esteem and self-efficacy,
emotional capacity and competence
and constructive leadership style to
enjoy and sustain it all.
This deeply confronting and bold
immersive process led to a further
realization that I actually did not
really like the person I had become
– that becoming a better person
required making a fundamental
change choice towards creating a
very different, more meaningful,
purposeful and fulfilling life.
Clarify, enact and embody
your passionate purpose
Janet Sernack Design Management
Consultants Pty Ltd was born
serendipitously soon after making
this fundamental change choice. My
passionate purpose was to facilitate
focus, direction and solutions for
manufacturers, retailers and small
businesses in the turbulent and
volatile lifestyle and fashion
industries. Which, at the time, were
seriously at the effect of an
Australian government restructure
in the removal of protective tariffs
and duties across the Textile,
Clothing and Footwear industries.
Over the 6 years I operated this
business, I had the privilege of
working for iconic brands including
Seafolly, Chanel, Oroton, Jenny Kee,
among others, like Kerry McGee,
Image Clothing and Charlie Brown,
many of whom are no longer in
existence.
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Whilst my aim was to be of service,
make a difference and a contribution
to the creation of product and
service design, quality and
excellence, it didn’t take me long to
realize that the best business plans
and marketing strategies usually
ended up in the bottom drawer.
Because no matter how creative,
inventive and innovative the leader
of the organization was, they seldom
had the leadership capability nor the
management disciplines and
processes necessary to implement
and execute the required changes.
Constantly re-educating and
re-inventing yourself to take
responsibility to manifesting
the results you want
It wasn’t until early 1994, when I
was experiencing one of those
seriously slack times in the
entrepreneurial roller-coaster, that
a colleague suggested that I
approach Corporate Vision, to
explore the possibility of working
with them as a corporate trainer.
Not only had I never been educated
in this field, I had never previously
worked within that industry sector.
Succeeding in winning a huge
contract as a corporate trainer for
Corporate Vision’s Customer
Service Program with the managers
of one of the big four Australian
banks, I quickly enrolled in Stephanie
Burns’ 6-month Training to Train
Program and re-invented myself as a
corporate trainer. I facilitated this
program, as an associate of
Corporate Vision, for the next 4
years, and learnt the experiential,
accelerated and corporate learning
and training ropes.
Around this time, I also got married
for the first time and embraced yet
another set of deeply personal and
relational learning experiences. I also
completed Inform Training’s 12month Professional Trainers Track
with industry leaders including
Marvin Oka, Philippa Bond and Colin
James.
Being the change
I really started to learn what it
means to take personal
responsibility for and the ownership
of the results I was causing in the
world.

I also started to learn what it means
to be congruent, by walking the talk
– for things to change, first I must
choose to change.
Which has kept me on a constant
and continuous professional and
personal learning curve as an
innovative serial entrepreneur ever
since.
Watch out for my second blog in
this series – the next 10 years 19992009 and the continuing journey
with Corporate Vision and my next
re-invention, through the creation of
Compass Learning Pty Ltd and my
next 3 major learnings as a female
entrepreneur.
© Copyright, Janet Sernack
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Anthony Mills

The secret formula for
achieving market leadership

As Jack Welch so skillfully
demonstrated while he led GE, Market
Leadership is the one real strategy that
has long-term staying power…
anything less tends toward decline (and
often diverts resources from being
invested elsewhere).
Jack Welch mandated that GE would
be No. 1 or No. 2 in every market it
was in, or it would get out. It was a
“Market Leader or nothing” strategy,
and it served GE well.
While numerous things have
changed since Welch’s day, the
need to lead has not. In fact, the
need to lead has become
increasingly more imperative,
considering that so many markets
are now changing and evolving far
faster than they were at that time,
and along with them the market
dynamics that define their basis
for competition.
It is this change, in fact, in the
basis for competition that is now
leading to so much disruption in
established industries and among
established players. Those
businesses simply cannot keep up
with the extent and rate of
massive structural changes in
their markets – changes brought on
largely by technological and societal
shifts. These changes are wreaking
havoc on their existing business
strategies. One has to look no
further, in fact than what has
happened over the past five years in
the brick-and-mortar retail industry
to see this taking place right before
our own eyes.
In response to this, many businesses
turn to innovation to solve their
woes and problems. Unfortunately,

they do so without any real idea of
how to properly leverage and
apply innovation to reclaim their
lost ground and, more importantly,
to stake new ground. The usual
approach is simply to “throw some
innovation at it” and hope for the
best.
What is lacking is a structured and
systematic approach to
rethinking their strategies
altogether, and likewise the
knowledge of how to piece
together really good innovation
methods and tools to achieve
those strategies – all the way
through to execution and out the
back door, where the new
innovations that can lead and
reclaim ground will actually see the
light of day and achieve their goal.
As a starting point toward such a
structured and proper
approach, one must understand
the conditions under which
breakthrough innovation – the
sort that delivers 10X+ value and
can actually lead markets – can be
realized… the fertile soil, if you will,
that allows radical new approaches
to take root and bloom.
In general, there are three specific
scenarios in which this can happen,
namely either:
1. The market is static, but no
one in the market has ever
really deeply studied what
customers’ (or would-be
customers’) true needs and
wants are – the real jobs and
outcomes that they’re willing
to pay more for, and thus no
one in the market has ever tried
hard enough to develop a real
solution to these customers’
(or would-be customers’) real
needs and wants, and then
marketed that in a language
that resonates with the values
and motivations underlying
those needs and wants.
2. The market is in flux –
something has fundamentally

changed – or is
fundamentally changing –
about how a particular market
operates – its dynamics are in
upheaval.
3. The market is about to be in
flux – there is a high
likelihood that in the
foreseeable future an
emerging trend will give rise
to a fundamental change in a
particular market, resulting in an
upheaval of its dynamics.
When any one or more of these
three scenarios are true, then the
conditions are right to introduce
a radical, breakthrough
innovation that will
fundamentally change the basis
for competition in that
market. Savvy business leaders
know this and know how to
recognize these conditions when
they happen. Just as importantly,
they know how to jump on the
opportunities they represent to
define and deliver the sort of
innovation that will capture the
new dynamic – the new basis for
competition.
The most aggressive leaders, in
fact, actively drive these sorts of
radical structural changes in
markets, rather than passively
waiting for them to occur. This all
but guarantees their ability to
claim the leadership position in
those markets. Such is the strategy
that Amazon has been following in
recent years.
In either case – whether actively
driving changes or responsively
adapting to changes – the secret
to winning here is nothing less
than fundamentally rewiring the
basis for competition in a given
market. Leaders do not compete
on the same basis that everyone
else in that industry competes!
They find a stronger, more
compelling basis for competing
and then deliver to that, as well as
market on that. This is precisely
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what Apple did when it stopped
talking about computers in
technical terms and started
talking about them in emotional,
lifestyle terms… they
fundamentally changed the basis for
competition in that market.
This same approach can work in
any industry!
There are three ways in which
businesses can fundamentally
change the basis for completion
in their industry (when the
conditions are right), namely:
1. Change the offering and the
experience – Figure out what
it is that your customers and
markets really need and want,
and then give them something
that produces those outcomes
in a fundamentally different
and better way!
2. Change the message – Stop
talking about things your
customers and markets don’t
care about (often functional,
technical things), and start
talking about the things that
your customers and markets
actually do care about. And
tell them about these in a way
that matters to them! All
offerings deliver value in three
ways… functional, emotional,
and social. It is the emotional
and social that usually wins
customers over, not the
functional (though the functional
needs must be fully met).
Therefore, think about what
matters to your customers
emotionally and socially… is
it lifestyle, status, security,
opportunity, or what? Figure
out what that is, and then talk
about what you offer in that
language!
3. Change the business model
– Again, figure out what
outcomes your customers and
markets truly need and want,
and then find a new and better
business model that can
better resonate with their big
picture needs. That business
model will often look nothing
at all like your current business
model.
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All three of these require knowing
each customer segment inside
and out… figuring out what their
deepest and truest outcome
needs and wants are – what we
call an empathic understanding.
This is where the mix of Design
Thinking, Outcome-Driven
Innovation, and Customer
Experience design truly
shines! Taken together, these three
methods allow one to develop a
deep, empathic understanding
of their customer (or would-be
customer) and to deliver new
solutions that meet all of their
needs in a far better way than
current offerings can.
In summary then, this is the secret
formula for ongoing market
leadership…
1. Using the right combination of
innovation methods…
2. When the conditions are
right…
3. To change whichever will deliver
the greatest leadership with a
new, better basis for
competition – the offering and
the experience, the message,
or the business model – or all
three.
When a business applies this
formula in the right way, at the
right time, with the proper skill
and precision, then it can in fact
deliver the radical new value that
lets it stake a claim of market
leadership in its industry.

Anthony is the Founder and Chief
Executive Officer of Legacy
Innovation Group, a strategic
innovation consulting firm serving
clients from all over the world.
Legacy Innovation helps companies
tackle their biggest and most
pressing growth challenges and
become relentless innovators.
Anthony also serves as the
Executive Director of the Global
Innovation Institute (Glnl), the
world's foremost accreditation and
standards body in the field of
business innovation. Glnl
provides certifications globally to
individuals and businesses whose
lives depend on making innovation
work in the real world.
Anthony’s work builds on 30 years
of leadership in business, design,
product development, marketing,
engineering, and manufacturing.
He remains deeply embedded in
each of these worlds, giving him a
broad and holistic perspective that is
rare among business leaders. He
knows how to bridge these
disciplines to deliver innovations
that have a lasting impact on the
business and its markets.

The prize goes, therefore, to those
businesses who master these
insights and methods and thus
learn how to use them
effectively. They are the
businesses who will ultimately
become – and remain – the market
leaders.

Anthony also knows how to build
and drive winning innovation
strategies. In his work, he uses
strategic innovation to ensure the
ongoing relevance and long-term
resilience of businesses. Equally
important, he knows how to
transform businesses into humancentred networks capable of
constantly delivering new value to
their markets. His methods for
strategy, culture, and process have
enabled business leaders all over the
world to make lasting
transformations in their businesses.

© Copyright, Anthony Mills
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Paul Sloane

Beat the blame culture with
get out of jail free cards

Is your organization a little too
comfortable? Are your people risk
averse? Is there a blame
culture? How can you encourage
innovation by getting men and
women to be more adventurous and
entrepreneurial? How can you get
them to take more risks? Here is an
idea that is borrowed from the game
of Monopoly – the Get out of Jail
Free (GOJF) card.
Give every member of your team
two GOJF cards at the beginning of
the year. The cards should be
personalised to each individual and
they are strictly non-transferable
(unlike in the game where you can
buy or sell them). The idea is
this. If you try an initiative which is
aimed at improving things for the
customer or the business and the
venture fails for any reason
whatsoever then you can play your
GOJF card and no-one can blame or
criticise you. You can still analyse
what happened and how things
might have been played differently
but the card means that the person
responsible cannot be blamed for
what went wrong.
Of course, the cards are not
intended to defend against
incompetence or laziness in the
normal course of your work. You
cannot play your card to excuse
lateness in your regular duties or
missing deadlines. They are
reserved for new ideas and
initiatives that you champion and
carry out.
If you reach the end of year review
and one of your people has not
played his cards, then ask why. Did
everything you try succeed, or did
you not attempt anything new?
new?

Gradually the message will get
across. People are empowered,
encouraged and expected to try out
innovative ideas which are beneficial
for the business. And they will not
be punished for failing. The Get out
of Jail Free cards are fun and playful
but they underscore a serious
message. We need to try more new
things more often.
© Copyright, Paul Sloane
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David Parkinson

Could Bitcoin fix Politics and the
Economy?
Creative Commons Picture Credit:
https://www.maxpixel.net/Bitcoin-With-Money-MobileBitcoin-3997860

The ability of new policymakers to
effect change once put in office, is
growing increasingly stagnant. Right
across the political spectrum there is
a general sense of dissatisfaction and
acceptance that we have reached a
position of stalemate. Left, Right,
Centre…none of it seems to have
the impact it once did. There is a
feeling of simply rearranging the
deckchairs on the Titanic.
One of the root causes could very
well be the fact that all current
economic policies use the same
broken underlying economic
principles. And, sometime soon, it
will all come crashing down on us.
Our politicians don’t talk about it
enough perhaps because it won’t
win any votes.
But this is not a challenge to the
notion of capitalism. It’s simply
that the today’s capitalism just
isn’t working – we’re completely
trapped with low interest rates,
anaemic growth and high debt. It’s
a thumbscrew vice of everincreasing debt funded by
unconstrained monetary policies
that erodes Joe Public’s purchasing
power and massively increases the
national debt.
Whether it’s one party offering
‘free healthcare for all’ and an
‘increase in the social welfare budget’
or another party proposing ‘huge
infrastructure investments to spread
wealth around the country’ and an
‘increase to the basic living wage’,
the net effect is the same.

It no longer matters which
political party is in power - any
new legislative changes are likely
to increase the national debt and
will be superficial and short-lived
They are unlikely to change a
flawed and broken socioeconomic system.
If all public debt isn’t wiped out,
then the only way to clear it is to
repay it. The problem is that
repaying it is next to impossible
without expansionary monetary
policy which would erode the
value of currency held by
individuals and risks high inflation
or hyperinflation.
These issues eventually bubble up
in a cauldron via political divisions
and rivalries with one faction
blaming the other for perceived
inequalities and mistreatment at
the expense of the other whilst
the one common cause of global
disparity in living standards,
growing rich/poor divides and
overall instability sits back,
watches, creates a narrative to
apportion blame to a particular
sector(s) within society and enjoys
the inevitable state aid funded via
the monetary printing presses to
temporarily fix the symptoms
rather than the root cause at the

expense of long term damage to
everyone else.
Who is to blame? The politicians?
Maybe. The sad fact is that they
are probably unaware of the root
causes of the political and
economic malaise the world is in.
Are they so entrenched in the
nature of their current reality that
they are afraid of asking deep,
difficult and complex questions
about the effectiveness of their
own policies and the foundation
upon which they sit? Winning
votes by using catchphrases is
easier that facing difficult truths.
In a short-term cycle of
government power, it is a more
effective reality to win votes by
accusing the other party of
financial mismanagement and point
the finger of blame whilst
promising ‘real change for the
people’. The harsh reality is that
the ship of discontent is sailing
aimlessly - over the last 100 years
since the first break with the gold
standard and the era of
government money began, it is
well off course and is in dangerous
waters.
Sound economic principles
have been abused
At the root of these issues is the
basic belief that Keynesian
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economic policies, government
spending and central planning are
the most effective mechanisms of
economic management. If
implemented with trust and
discipline, these doctrines could
possibly have led the world to a
more sustainable position than we
find it in today. However, the
temptation for governments and
central banks to print money and
expand the economy without a
sound basis such as a gold
standard has proven too tempting
and with long lasting negative
impacts for the world.

level. The previous levers used to
inject momentum into failing
economies no longer work as
effectively as they once did.
Interest rates are near zero and
can’t be cut much further to
stimulate growth. Government
bond purchases by central banks
exacerbate the debt problem.
Devaluation of a currency can
spark a trade war and an
escalation in international political
tension. In a nutshell, the financial
armoury available to deal with
today’s problems is severely
depleted.

Central banks and central planning
authorities such as the
International Monetary Fund,
European Central Bank, Bank for
International Settlements, Federal
Reserve, Bank of England, Bank of
Japan and the Peoples Bank of
China (amongst others), seek to
balance the trade and economies
of the world through complex
statistical models that have
created an enormous drain of
capital, brain power and research
that could have been put to better
use. Arguably, they have done
little to improve society aside
from adding mountains of debt
and complexity.

#10yearchallenge
The recent social media fad of a
#10yearchallenge doesn’t look too
good. The UK had a Debt to GDP
ratio in 2008 of 49% and a 2018
ratio of 89%, the USA moving
over the same period from 68% to
105%, Greece from 105% to 180%
and Japan in 2019 at over 250%.

It’s an illusion and a bad one
at that
Since the start of World War One
we have seen a succession of
governments around the world
realise that if they move away
from the sound monetary
principles in place under the gold
standard and implement a ‘fiat’
(government dictated money)
currency that they fully control
then they award themselves
almost limitless power and
resources. But, in return they
promise their citizens that they
will not to print too much money
to avoid an inflationary crisis. If
they manage that with central
planning authorities in place, then
in effect they can continue the
illusion that a growing economy
requires ‘expansionary monetary
policy’ to accommodate it and that
they are engaging in policies that
support economic growth and an
improvement in living standards.
The trouble is that the level of
debt we now find across the
world is at an almost unsustainable

One could ask where this all ends
and how it could possibly be
sustainable. The current disillusion
and unrest across the Eurozone
area is an interesting analysis here
and is not something that should
be ignored because it can, to a
large extent be laid at the door of
the failed Euro currency
experiment and central planners
attempting to control the fiscal
policies of nation states that are
simply too distinct and too
different to operate under a
centralised model.
In his recent book, ‘Euro Tragedy:
A drama in nine acts’ Ashoka
Mody, ex-Assistant Director at
the IMF outlines the problem with
the Euro currency — “the core flaw
is very simple. That a single currency
means a single monetary policy. The
very diverse economies that are
sharing a single currency, they have
the same monetary policy. That
monetary policy is likely to be too
tight for the countries that are
economically weak. That monetary
policy is likely to be too loose for
countries that are strong. And so, the
weak country will be further
handicapped by a tight monetary
policy, the strong country will
benefit”. Mr Mody goes on further
to state that, “there’s no question
that the euro was a bad idea in
every way. It was bad economics,
it was bad politics.”

Bitcoin could change the
world
How then could Bitcoin possibly
fit into all of this and make a
difference?
For most people, Bitcoin is a
magic internet money that should
be dismissed as a result of its
alleged links to organised crime,
money laundering and drugs. The
sad truth is that the media
coverage and the global
understanding of what Bitcoin
represents is woeful and the
international currency of choice
for any kind of criminal activity is
the US Dollar with most major
banks in the world being accused
of some form of fraud, money
laundering and criminal activity
over the last 10 years — just last
year there was an estimated $3
Trillion of money laundered
through the existing banking
system.
In a nutshell, Bitcoin is the most
effective form of money the world
has ever seen and will change the
world of money and finance as we
know it as the possibility of
circumventing the existing system
and authorities to store, transact
and transfer value globally now
exists.
Bitcoin is verifiable, portable,
fungible, durable, divisible, scarce,
censorship resistant and has an
unforgeable costliness to produce
and create as a result of the
complex ‘mining’ required to
produce new supply, verify
transactions and secure the
network — it cannot simply be
created by a central authority
unlike paper money today.
After 10 years of life Bitcoin has
never been hacked and the ‘Lindy
effect’ outlines that every moment
that goes by when Bitcoin exists
further reinforces its value and
implies a longer remaining life
expectancy. Critics of Bitcoin,
including the BIS in a recent
publication, argue that it is too
energy intensive to be useful
however again, they are missing
the point, the ‘unforgeable
costliness’ of mining and securing
the network ensures the system is
safe and that it cannot be hacked
by malicious actors.
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Only 21 million Bitcoins can ever
exist, circa 17 million currently
exist and it will take until c2140
for the full supply to be released
into society — this is true
monetary ‘hardness’ and scarcity
of supply as opposed to ‘soft’ fiat
government money that can be
either printed at will in whatever
quantity is required or injected
digitally at next to zero cost to
‘stimulate economic growth’ — but
the basic rules of supply and
demand dictate that the higher the
supply the lower the price of a
good.
The ability to safely and securely
use the Bitcoin network to send
almost unlimited value around the
world within hours is truly
transformational and its uncensorable nature means that it
can be used as a medium of
exchange in countries where
government money has failed such
as Venezuela or Zimbabwe and
with many other countries
currently staring into the
monetary abyss there may yet be
more regions where Bitcoin
becomes the de facto medium of
exchange.
The exchange of ‘money’ for
goods and services is something
that has been going on since the
earliest days of humanity and for
the first time, Bitcoin offers a near
perfect solution. The open source
software probably needs to be
improved to accommodate micropurchases and operate as a high
speed transaction network at scale
such as Visa and there is probably
merit in implementing privacy
features as it is at present, the
most traceable and most
transparent payment mechanism
the world has ever known .
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The best way to think of Bitcoin is
as ‘digital gold’ with the scale of
wealth it can transfer being more
akin to a huge container ship
transporting goods across oceans
rather than the final mile postman
delivering packages and letters. It
is possible that Gold and Bitcoin
backed currencies, Austrian
economics and a return to more
traditional economic values and a
free market approach presents a
way out of the current economic
chaos and real change in politics
around the world needs cross
party consensus and commitment
that the one thing that unites us all
is fixed before we can return to a
conversation about Left vs Centre
vs Right.
Bitcoin represents cross-party
economic stability - the world
needs it now more than ever and
there really is no competition.
© Copyright Genesis Node, 2019
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Tomislav Buljubasic

The 4th industrial revolution will
change companies from the inside

After the invention of the steam
engine, there were years (in some
countries, as long as half a century or
more) to feel the impact of the 1st
industrial revolution. Now, the 4th
industrial revolution is coming - much
faster and the changes it brings are
revolutionary.
Very soon, we will feel the effect
of processing big data, AI, machine
learning, virtual reality, IoT,
biotechnology, 3D printing,
automation, autonomous
transport or the different usage of
robots.
Technology changes future
occupations and will make many
of the current ones obsolete. In
parallel it also changes the
relations inside companies, ways
of recruiting, but also the way to
manage and evaluate employees.
Will the machines soon replace
accountants, administrative
workers, auditors, cashiers, but
also financial analysts, general
practitioners or lawyers? Can the
legal service soon be replaced by
the algorithm? Will professional
drivers be replaced by self-driving
trucks (at least on highways)?
Cashiers in large stores have
already been replaced in many
stores. One word to remember:
automation – all predictive jobs
will be automated.
You may soon replace the visit to
the general practitioner with a
conversation with your cell phone
or computer where the app asks
questions and analyses your
condition with the camera and
your smart watch and sends you
to further searches or prescribes
medicines in an automated

pharmacy. The pharmacists are, as
you may guess, another
occupation that are threatened by
machines because we already have
“robotic pharmacies”. Your smart
watch or cell phone will remind
you when to take a medicine, and
it’s action will be monitored by
the application. And the most
wanted future occupations will be
the ones that people do better
than algorithms.
So what occupations will then
survive at all?
All “human” interactions are
difficult to replace, e.g. process
management, sales or human
resources. Hairdressers, teachers,
doctors, but also artists and
creatives of all kinds, should not
be afraid of their future.
Employees in R & D in Electrical
Engineering, Robotics and
Software are already working on
future jobs, but new professions
are also emerging such as Data
Scientist, AI or Machine Learning
specialists and innovation
professionals.
In the report of the World
Economic Forum (The Future of
Jobs Report 2018), creativity,
analytical thinking, innovation,
active learning, design technology,

programming, emotional
intelligence, critical thinking and
analysis are marked as new skills
that will affect business. The
world will need more software
engineers, HR specialists,
recruiters, data analysts and
business strategists, and less
economists, translators, system
administrators, journalists and
retailers.
Lifelong learning and the ability to
adapt and learn new skills will
benefit to a new labour market
that will seek creators, computer
engineers, careers and health
workers, and professionals of
many kinds.
How will companies adapt?
Much of the change is already
taking place today, digital
transformation also enters the last
bastions of small and mediumsized enterprises that have yet
resisted to the wave of
computerisation.
But some changes can already be
seen inside companies as they are
trying to attract employees not
only with higher incomes or
promotions, but with better
working conditions, working
atmosphere, working space or
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events. An example of a major
change in technology is seen in
marketing – companies are
advertising on Instagram or
Facebook using direct marketing
or influencers.
How will companies change
their way of working?
One way is to use a model of
‘start-up corporation’ with the
ability to quickly modify and adapt
business models and strategies,
just as it is used in successful
start-ups. In addition, companies
can still use a wide range of
employees’ knowledge and built-in
internal and external networks, as
well as their long-term ability to
perform, like rounding off the
entire production cycle. In the
new world, the winners will be
the same as in history, those
companies that innovated, those
who adapted and eventually, or at
least those who copied. Many
companies will have to change
from within, by changing the
culture within the organization,
and initiating internal
entrepreneurship, creativity and
openness to ideas.
Radical changes such as the
absence of a hierarchy, the
disappearance of working time
and workplace, disappearance
or change of office as we know
it are hard to accept - but will
all these changes eventually
bring a system that will be
more humane and more
advanced?
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Technology advancement should
bring a better balance of work and
rest, by increasing leisure time.
On average, people are now
working less hours than hundred
years ago, and the future should
lead to further reduction in
working hours.
Existing occupations will cease to
exist, and people will be evaluated
by their skills.
Technology creates new
opportunities and change the
existing state. Only one thing we
know for certain, the only
constant we can count on is the
change itself.
This article originally appeared on
www.innovationexcellence.com/bl
og/2018/11/25/4th-industrialrevolution-will-change-companiesfrom-the-inside/
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